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This is the story of how a conven- 
tional middle-class American 
household?a surgeon, his wife and 
three normal children?had first to 

recognise, then to cope with and, 
finally, to exclude, an abnormal 

family member. Tony was a 

beautiful child, the eldest, and apart 
from long hours of screaming for 
no apparent reason, he seemed a 

normal baby. His intellectual and 
motor development was average, 
but he was shy, hated to leave his 
mother, and would not play with 
other children. He became ex- 

tremely jealous of his younger 
sister and had to be watched in case 
he harmed her. He seemed to be 
able to manage with very little 

sleep and he would do literally 
nothing that he did not want to do. 

Paediatricians, teachers and well- 
meaning neighbours offered their 

diagnoses and their advice?Tony 
was lazy, spoiled, naughty, hyper- 
active, emotionally deprived. Most 

people thought he would 'grow out 

of it', but he did not?he became 
worse. His parents tried everything, 
from permissiveness to spanking, 
without materially affecting the 
course of events. When they began 
to argue with and accuse each 

other, they realised that skilled help 
was necessary, and they went to 
see a psychiatrist. 
They were told there was very 

little the matter with Tony?these 
problems were primarily in the 

parents, particularly the mother. In 
essence, this advice was repeated 
whenever, one form of treatment 
proving unavailing, they were re- 

ferred to yet another psychiatric 
clinic or institution. Although 
sometimes a rider was added, that 
the harm had been done uncon- 

sciously, the effect on the parents? 
despair?was the same. Mother 
and child attended regular therapy 
sessions for a year, but there was 
no improvement. If anything, Tony 
became more destructive and 

aggressive. Treatment with another 
psychiatrist followed with as little 

result. 

Finally, Tony had to leave home 
and he has remained in one or 

another residential setting since. 

Paying fees for treatment and board 
reduced the parents, who ordinarily 
would have been well-off, to some- 
thing like penury. Always there was 
the nagging guilt that Tony's con- 
dition was their fault. Eventually, 
when Tony was adolescent, he was 
admitted to hospital for a short 
time for investigation, and the 

parents were told that he was suffer- 

ing from schizophrenia and that this 
was an organic disease. They were 
relieved of their load of guilt and 
the book ends on this note. 

Whatever was the matter with 

Tony (and neither schizophrenia 
nor childhood autism fits the clini- 
cal picture presented), this is a 

cautionary tale to be read by every- 
one who tries to help the parents of 
severely disturbed children. It has 
not the literary and dramatic 

quality of Clara Park's 'The Siege', 
but it raises similar issues. This 

family desperately needed help 
which it did not get. Perhaps the 
services for such children in the 
United Kingdom are rather better, 
and the financial burden, at least, 
is not so crippling, but there is no 
doubt that the same story could be 
told here. 
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